Did you know ... hearing technology is constantly advancing?

Whether it's the latest in state-of-the-art hearing devices or newly
released accessories to make life easier, you may want to consider
setting up an appointment with one of our credentialed audiologists to
find out what technology works best for the lifestyle you lead.

Call to schedule your hearing technology demonstration today!
(248) 266-8679

Get the Most Out of Your Current Technology
Hearing device technology is constantly evolving, with new accessories and features available all
the time. While hearing devices are now more powerful than ever, in order to take full advantage
of all they have to offer it’s important to keep up with this latest technology. The following
features and accessories all utilize state-of-the-art technology in order to provide a more efficient
and hassle-free listening experience.

Rechargeability

Several new models of hearing technology, including your Oticon Opn™ and Widex BEYOND
Z™, allow the convenience of rechargeable technology, meaning you never have to change a
battery again. And the best news? You don’t have to purchase a brand new device. All you need to
do is bring your device in, and we will simply switch out the battery door.
This easy and convenient rechargeable technology provides a full day’s use with one overnight
charge and allows you to hear without hassle. And if you happen to forget to charge your device
one night, you can easily switch your rechargeable batteries out for disposables.

TV Streamers

TV streamers are a popular product for those with hearing loss and their families; they are used so
everyone can have an enjoyable TV watching experience. Oticon offers
the ConnectLine and StreamerPro, which provide rich, natural sound with no delays. These devices
send sound straight to your hearing aids while your family listens at a comfortable
volume. ReSound’s TV Streamer 2 works similarly, streaming sound directly to your devices
from as far away as 23 feet.

Remote Microphones

Phonak Roger™ Clip-On Mic helps those with hearing loss hear their conversation partner in noisy
backgrounds and from a distance. This device provides up to 62 percent more understanding in
noise compared to those without hearing loss. The microphone settings automatically adjust to the
noise levels around you as well as the speaker.

Landline BT Phone

The Phonak DETC and Widex PHONE-DEX are cordless phones that automatically stream calls to
your hearing aids, resulting in improved speech understanding. These devices feature a direct dial
button, hands-free mode and compatibility for those without hearing loss. There is no feedback
and no need to use a telecoil or streamer.

Call to schedule your comprehensive hearing evaluation today
with one of our licensed audiologists.
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